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e Coastal Sea Breeze in Relation to Diurnal Temperature Changes
in the Lower Atmosphere (Southern California)
LUNAB. I,EOPOLD
* ANI) CHARLES G. P. BEERt
ABSTRACT
rnal variation of temperature at constant levels in the lower atmosphere was observed at all stations
Angeles hasin area. The am litude of the variation increases with height. This variation has bem
diurnal oscillation in the !eight of isentropic surface\. The rise and fall of isentropic surface,
3n appreciable diurnal Lhange of vertiral motion, but in the higher levels, are at least partly
errors in measurement of temperatures by radiosondes In levels below 4,000 feet ms1 vertical
of the right order of magnitude coiilrl be mrlsd by the diurnal acrumulation and depletion of air as a
f thr wa-hreeze regime

INTRODUCTION
in southern California
racteristieally forins in the evening
d dissipates during the morning
As a result of previous studies it
ncludcd t h a t the cooling necessary t o
tratus is 1)riniarily the result of horiconvergence i n the Rea breeze [2,3].
8 noted [31 t h a t if the sea breeze
with the mountain wind a n d the air
froni t h r coastal plain through
, depletion of air would
the height of the tempcraid the consequent warniing
clcnring during the day.
air during the night would
the inversion and the coolssary f o r stratus formatiop.
the 1944 stratus investigation
sonde ascents were made six times
five stations in the Los Angeles
he diurnal teniperature changes i n
atmosphere recorded by these asare discussed in their relation t o conce in the sea brreze.
TAL S T R A T U S

TENPERITURE CHANGESI N THE
LOWERATMOSPHERE
clinrnal nature of the variation i n
of the temperature inversion over the
r n California coast has been clearly
strated, but considerable non-uniy was noted bet\veen different stations
etween various time periods [3]. Bese rate of the niarine stratmn
AL
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is approxim:~tel~.dry adiabatic day and night
during a period of stratus occurrence, the
height of the inversion varies with the sur2 8 for exface temperature. I n FIGURE
ample, if sounding ABC were changed by
surface heating t o ADE, the inversion base
would rise from B t o U.
Since the primary effect of horizontal
convergence in the diurnal wind regime
would be vertical motion, it is desired t o
evaluate the diurnal variation in the soundiiig which rcsults from vertical motion. The
base of the inversion would not be satisfactory f o r this purpose because the changes
in height of the inversion are due not only
t o vertical motion but also t o surface heat
i ng.
I n FIGURE
2 8 , if sounding ABC were subjected only t o subsidence and surface heating, resulting in sounding FGE, the vertical
motion might be nieasured by the change of
height of a potential temperature (e) surface in the inversion layer. The vertical
distance between I1 and J measures the
amount of subsidence but is not affected
by surface heating, provided t h a t the value
of 0 is chosen larger than t h a t attained by
the marine stratum.
Thus the rncasuremciit of tlir lieight of a
potential temperature surface at various
hours of the day provides a method of
eliminating surface heating effects.

Observed Rise and Pall of Isentropic Sicrfaces.

FIGURE
2B presents the heights of the
surfaces, 0 = 300", 310", and 320' at intervals of 4 hours for various stations i n the
southern California coaRtal arra whose 1 0 ~ : ~ -
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tions are shown in FIGURE
1. I n the case
of each station the loweat 0 surface was
chosen so t h a t oil the average, it lay in the
inversion layer, or i n other words, intersected
the stable portion of the sounding compar2A.
able t o the 0 line H J in FIGURE
The d a t a on height of a given isentropic
surface shown in FIQURE 2B were computed
by averaging values of the height of t h a t
surface read off the pressure-height curve
of individual soundings f o r the month of
September 1944. Siiice some raob flights
failed due t o instrument trouble, the a r e r ages computed by using all d a t a f o r Septeniber mere slightly different than tlic
averages for only those days on which all
six raobs were available. The average
curves were adjusted slight.ly to allow for
this diff crcnce.
The observetl diurnal variation of the
height of the potential temperature sur2B. It
faces is clearly evidont in FIGURE
can be seen t h a t the height of the 300” B
srirface has a maximum at 04”OO’” P W T at
8 a n Clemcnte Island (NGA) and California

[VoI. 2

Iust. of Technology (DUA), and at 0
at Santa Ana (DSW) and Universi
California at Los Angeles (UCLA).
minima are at 12”OO”’ at NGA and
and 16”OO“’ at tlie inland stations, U
and DUA. The times of maxima slid
inla become 04”OO”’ and 121’00”’at all
tions f o r the higlier surfaces. Both
and DUA show secondary maxima at
and secondary minima at 0O“OO”’.
ah0 be noted t h a t tlie amplitude of
served diurnal oscillatioii increases
height.
In order t o call attention to the re1
bctwcen heights of isentropic surfaces
temperature changes at constant 1
sample diurnal changes of temperatur
2B f o r Santa
also presented in FIGURE
The diurnal changes of temperature
similar at most stations mid corn
f o r various portions of tlie period of
thus the samples pi-csc.ntcd are con

representative. The apparent increase
height in the aniplitude of the diurna
lntion of isentropic siirfaces shows

I

I

Ftg.2A

DIAGRAMMATIC SOUNDING

I

-

amp.

I

Fig. 2C VERTICAL MOTION COMPUTED
FROM DIURNAL WIND ACCUMULATION
k f r v r o n NGA
DSW

1

I
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a similar increase with height in the diurnal
temperature variation.
A corollary of the increase with height
of the apparent diurnal variation of temperature is a diurnal change of the lapse
rate above the inversion. FIQUEE 3 presents some average lapse rates between 3050
and 6100 meters for UCLA and 8 a n t a Ana.
These are based on daily raobs a t four hour
intervals for the months indicated. Somevhat smaller lapse rates occur near noon
uhen the apparent heating a t 6100 meters
has been greater than t h a t at 3050 meters
(see FIQURE
2B).
The observed temperature changes at a
given level concomitant with the changing
height of a potential temperature surface
could be caused by radiation errors in the
radiosonde instrument, vertical motion,
horizontal advection, actual radiative tcniperaturc changes, or a combination of thcse
factors. The possible effect of each will be
discussed separately.
Badiatzoti Errors 01 the
'

I~~.striiiii~t~t.

It is generally assumed that soule ( m o r
in temperature readings of radiosondes is
caused by radiative heating of the instru
ment during the daylight hours. Compari
son of ascent and descent curves could not
be made in the present study because the
large number of flights each day necessitated the termination of the record in many
cases even before the balloon reached its
maximum height.
Recent tests by the Instrument Division
of the U. 8. Weather Bureau have pro\ided
quantitative d a t a on the relation between
radiation error, zenith angle of the sun, sild
instrument elevation in flight. Both the
Friez type and W.I.T. radiosondes 11 r i v
tested. Since both types of radiosondeu
were used in the California ascents of 1944,
the case of the larger radiational error will
be quoted here.
The Weather Bureau tests show the
W.I.T. radiosondes used in late 1944 were
subject t o the following radiation errors ;
the temperature error given may be assumed valid within limits of & 20 percent.

SOCIETY

RADIATIONAL
ERROR
IN C", W.I.T.
RADIOSONDES
USED IN 1944*

I

F o r latitude 34' N during
zenith angle varies from 26' to 3
noon. For 0800 and 1600 solar t
angle varies from 38' to 46" d
tember.
This means that according to the W
Bureau tests, the largest radiational
should have been aboiit 2.3C" at the
level for thc 1200 P W T sounding.
amplitude of the observed average di
temperature change a t Santa Ana a t
meters v a s about 4C".
Even morr important however, is th
ZGOO P W T were significantly differe
gardless of station or elevation in
Since the zenith angIe of the sun
same a t these hours the radiational
ahould be approximately the same.
observed differences then are presu
we may assume t h a t the Weather B
test data are applicable.
P a r t of the observed inc
of the amplitude of the te
tion can be explained by
the pressure-height curve.
ample t h a t a t local noon
given pressure i s 1C" higher than the
temperaturc a t that pressure. An err
ous pressure-height curve will result. 8
the pressure-height curve 1s const
from the sounding by accuinulating i
the surface upward the computed thick
of standard pressure layers, the errors n
* Letter da!ted Frb.
stun, Chief, Ins trumc
Bureau to R. G. Ston
Mews.' Thick:stun and
data.
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AVERAGE LAPSE RATES, 3050 to 6100 METERS

e thickness of each layer accumulate
d. The
erroneous pressure-height
will thus diverge from the true curve
height increases. Thus at successive
s the temperature error will increase
d, as is actually observed.
slope of the pressure-height curve is
by the hydrostatic equation as

dp _
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RT '
p = pressure, z = height, m = mass,
celeration of gravity, R = gas conT = absolute temperature. Assums before a recorded temperature 1C"
dz

han true temperature, the slope of
neouti pressure-height curve is less
the true curve since the slope
ely as the temperature. Thus
gives too high a temperature
pressure, it also gives too high a
e at a height read from the
s curve. This is the direction of
ror actually observed, t h a t is, higher
noon than a t midnight.
reports of diurnal temperan the troposphere i n other
world have come to the attenauthors. Variations of 3C"
noted in the south Pacific and

over Spain and Portugal, and even larger
variations over Puerto Rieo. It is still undetermined whether the observed changes
are due $0 radiational heating of thc instrument or to other factors.
Though radiation errors X I I ~ J -appreciably
contribute to the observed 1 ariation of
temperatore at high levels, they are le88
likely to be important at 3,000 to 4,000 feet,
the elevation of the inversion base and 300"
isentrope. More than half the days in September had stratus clouds a t 08h00"' and
because the 300" isentrope is very close to
the base of the invereion (top of the
stratus deck), there would be little time for
radiational heating of the instrument beforcb
it reached the 300" isentrope.
At high elevations the instrutnetit is also
subjected to radiation reflected from t h c
top of the stratus deck. Radiation errors
in the instrument would tend to change the
phase of the diurnal oscillation of the iscn
trope by causing too high a recorded tetn
perature at noon, thus placing the isentropc
at too low an elevation at noon. This
shifts the maximum and minimunl t o earlier
hours.
Such a shift is the actual observed difference in phase between the eurves. It indi
cntes that temperature errors may esplain
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the phase difference between the 300" and
the higher isentropic surfaces.

Horiaontal Adw ectio n.
Advection as an explanation of the observed diurnal variation of temperature
would require either a cyclic variation of

amplitude to the wind velocity.

The latter

served at Mines Field, about nine
south of UCLA. I n the layers ab0
inversion, 3,500-5,000 feet, the usual
tion i n height of the isotherms occurs
there is no appreciable Variation in
direction Or 'peed.

is neither observed nor plausible. No correlation has been found between wind di-

in each layer of the
fronl the net absorption and
variou
radiation in the layer

would arcompany a cyclic temperature
x xriation. Moreover, many examples can
be cited in which the diurnal temperature
variation o n n certain day at a given level

O.lCo per 3 hours [2]. This is less
per cent of the apparent changes s
FIGURE
2B. Furthermore, the am

throughout the day. Such a case is shown
ill FIGURE
4. The heights of the isotherm
w r e determined from the pressure-height
curves of 4-hourly radiosonde ascents.
Winds indicated by dotted arrows were ob-

the air diminishes* Since the
variations increase upward, it is
t h a t actual radiative temperature
contribute 011ly a minor part of the d
variation.
Of
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leaves vertical motions as a possible
ation of variation of temperature in
of t h a t which could lie caused by
of measurement.
of the factors which might produce
motion i n tho lower layers of the ate and account f o r the observed dioscillation of the height of potential
ure surfaces is the horizontal diverthe sea breeze [a,31. Because tlie
ze is stronger near t h e coastliiie
t o sea, there should be depletion
in the area j u s t offshore during the
n. This dcplrtion should result i u
ce over the same area. Similarly
wind would cause accumulation of
consequent vertiral lifting over t h r

d acciimtclation along liuc prrpendica

lar to coast
determine tentatively the efficacy of
rocess as a cause of the observed
1 changes, the components of tho surwind normal t o the coast at S a n
nte (NGA) and Santa Ana (DSW)
mputed f o r each hour of every day
September 1944. The surface winds
ed because pibals were not available
‘ n t number f o r the two stations.
a exemplifies the flow across the
d S a n Clemente Island can be conreseiitative of wind flow 60 niiles
A line drawn between these two
approximately parallel t o the
a n d perpendicular t o the local
ereiice between average southwest
ents of surface wind at NGA and
computed by hours. The acexcess or deficiency by hours can
ed into amount of vertical moassumed t h a t the surface winds
stations represent the flow into
a box of unit width, a length of
s (the distance between the two
, a n d a n arbitrary initial height.
e height of the assumed box would
ending on the difference i n t h e
components of t h e wind at t h e
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two stations: This assumes no lift lateral
divergence in or out of the theoretical box.
Because the line drawn from San Clemente
to S a n t a Ana is approximately parallel t o
the direction of the sea breeze, the assumption of no lateral divergence is a reasonable
first approximation.
It would have been desirable t o assume
a n initial height of 3,000 feet, which is approximately the average height of the 300”
isentropic surface. This would have allowed a direct coniparison between the
diurnal variation i n height of the 300”
iscntrope and t h e height of the assumed
box. However, the change of wind With
height becomes appreciable at 3,000 feet,
as can be seen by inspeetion of FIQURE
5.
FIGURE
5A shows the average southwest
flow presented in the form of mass curves
of southwest transport i n miles accumulated
from midnight f o r the average day. The
curve for 1,000 feet msl shows t h a t the
wind has a southwest component from
09‘’OO”’ t o 20”OO” and northeast component
from 20”00mt o 09”OO”’. The net flow, however, is from the southwest, a total of 63
miles during the day, as shown by the ordinate of the mass curve at 24”OO’”.
A t 2,000 foot, the land breeze becomes
increasingly important and the net flow for
the day is only 4 miles from the southwest.
A t 3,000 and 4,000 feet, the land breeze
predominates and the net flow is from the
northeast. A t 5,000 feet the importance
of t h e diurnal regime nearly disappears
and more or less uniform flow in the zone
of westerlies predominates. The same conclusion can be reached by inspection of
FIGURE
5B, the vector resultants representing the average flow i n miles f o r a eomplete day for various levels. These a r e
the vector resultants of all pibal observations at tlie given level. These vectors
show t h a t the resultant flow is from the
southwest u p t o 2,000 feet b u t at 3,000 feet
the average flow is from the .NNE, indicating t h a t the sea breeze no longer dominates the wind regime. A similar variation of wind with height can be assumed
to prevail over DSW. It will also be noted
from FIQURE
5B t h a t the averago speed
of the surface wind is of the same order of
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Fig 5 8
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September 1944

magnitude as the ineaii speed for the lager
between the surface and 2,000 feet. For
these two reasons a thickness of 2,000 feet
was selected as the maxinium thickness for
which the surface winds at NGA and DSW
might be assumed t o represent roughly the
average flow at each end of the box.
FIGURE
2C shows the average diurnal.
oscillation in the height of the theoretical
box computed from the averages by hours
f o r the month of September 1944. The
:iverage curve shows a n accumulated deficiency. This means that the average southwest eomponriit at DSW was sliglltly in
excess of t h a t f o r NGA.
The vertical oscillatiou of the top of the
theoretical box used in the wind computation is nbout 900 feet while the surface
0 = 300O at DSW undergoes a change of
height of 400 feet, at NGA 700 feet, at
UCLA 650 feet. It appears t h a t the accumulation of air, assuming no lateral divergence, is of the right ordw of mngni-

tude t o account f o r the observed chang
height of the 300" isentrope.
FIGURE
2C also shows the greatest
cumulation of air or insximum hei
box at 09"OO'" and the niinimum at 2
These times of maximum and m i n b
height do not coincide exactly with tl
of the 300° 0 surface which is a b
feet higher than the top of the asst
The lack of coincidence of phase
attribnted partly t o the f a c t t h a
winds are not exactly representative
southwest flow between the surface a
level of the 300" isentrope and
small teniperature errors of the i i
at that level.
I f there exists a direct causal
ship between the average convcr
the sea breeze and the average
height changes of the 300" isen
would seem logical t h a t the ace
or depletion of air betweeii NGA and
niexsiired a t the surface on individna
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be correlated with the oscillation i n
of the isentrope on the respective
To measurc this, thc depletion of
outhwest component) between NGA
SW for the period 09”OO” to 201’00”’
was correlated with the difference in
the 300’ isentrope between
2O”OO”’ for each day in Septemorrelation coefficient was - .02,
g no correlation. The depletion of
en NGA and DSW 091100”’-20h00”1
correlated with thc maximum osof the 300” isentrope
This tests whether tho
n of air during the day
oscillation in height reurs of maximum and miniheight. The correlation coefficient
2, significaiit to the 2 per cent level.
orrelation is better than the previous
use it eliminates the effect of the
fference between the air depletion
d the diurnal change of height of
isentrope. This phase difference
the possibility of using the availata to demonstratc a quantitative rebetween air accumulation and
otion a t the higher levels.
comparing FIGURES
2C and 2B,
e for vertical motion computed by
method is much more similar to thc
oscillation of the 300” isentrope
o the 310” surface. The phase dif
between the 300” and 310” is no
e a t all stations. This would in&he factors causing the apparent
tion a t the higher levels are
with those acting near the

Oscillation of the invevsion base
dition to the apparent vertical moisentropic surfaces and the compuof m-ind accumulation, oscillations of
sion base give further information
eristics of the diurnal cycle of
shown t h a t the height of the
be affected by diurnal
n in vertical motion and in surface
From the diagram in FIGURE 2A

i t can be seen that a unit increase of surface temperature would change the inversion height approximately the same amount
for loiv as for high inversion.
Forecasting experience has indicated that
the amount of diurnal oscillation of height
of the inversion is greater f o r high than
for loiv inversions [3, p. 711. This might
indicate a n increase of vertical motion up
t o the lcwl of high iiiversions, 3,000 t o
-4,000 feet, but would, of course, give no
indication of vertical motion above t h a t
lcvel.
Using d a t a for 7 1 days of record a t
UCLA, the correlation coefficient was determined between the maxiuiun~ oscillation
of inversion height on a given day and the
nican inversion height f o r the same day.
The correlation coefficient was .69 and a test of significance showed excellent dependability. Using a curvilinear relation,
the index of correlation was .79 [l].
The good correlation between amount of
oscillation and the mean inversion height
may be due in p a r t t o the fact that high inversions are usually associated with long
period trends or strong day-to-day changes
in inversion height. These strong trends
tend to produce large apparent diurnal
oscillations. However, the positive correlation may indicate t h a t diurnal values of
vertical m o t h may increase with height
in thc virinity of the inversion.
SUMMARY

A diurnal variation in temperature is ob
served in the lower troposphere a t all stations in the Los Angeles Basin area. The
maxima are observed a t noon or 16”OO”’
and minima a t 04h00” or 08h00’” PWT.
The amplitude of this apparent diurnal
temperature variation increases with height,
resulting in some diurnal variation in lapse
rate above the inversion.
The diurnal variations above 4,000 feet
could be partly caused by errors in temperature readings resulting from insolational
heating of the radiosonde instrument and
the decrease of efficiency of ventilation a t
high levels where air density is small.
IIomever, a significant difference in tem-
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peraturc was obsrrved between flights at
0800 and 1600 PWT. A t these hours the
zenith angle of the sun is the same, and
tests of radiosondes indicate t h a t the radiation error should therefore be equal.
Whatever temperature variation cannot
be explained a s instrument error must result from vertical motion because advection
can easily be shown t o be a n unlikely cause
and radiation produces only minor variations.
The diurnal tvmperaturc variations below 4,000 feet differ in phase from the
variations at higher levels. Temperature
twors probably arc less serious below 4,000
feet a n d the explanation of the diurnal
change appears t o be found i n vertical motion. Vertical motion of the correct magnitude may be caused by the accumulation
and depletion of air during the diurnal
cycle of the coastal wiiid regime. A slight
phase difference between the diurnal
change of vertical motion and the diurnal
temperature change at 3,000 feet can be

[Vol.

attributed to a combination of small
perature errors of the instrument at
level and t o the assumptions made i n
puting the vertical motion.
More quantitative computations o
wind accumulation t o check agains
served temperature changes are impos
however, because sufficient pibal ob
tions a r e available f o r various hours o
day at only one station. Thus the fin
planation of thc observed diurnal 1 aria
in temperature and io the inversion
await further observations of both
pcrature and wind.
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Plans for Winter Meetings of t h e American Meteorological Society
The ninety-sixth and ninety-seventh national nieetings of the American Meteorolo
Society will be held respectively in Chicago, Illinois, Drccnibrr 29-31, 1947, and in
York City the last week i n January, 1948.
The Chicago meeting will be in eonjuncstiou wit11 the 114tli nicrting of the Ame
Association f o r the Advilnceinent of Scic~nc*c. A feature of the LL4ALSniccting wi
International Science Exhibition at the IIotcl Stevens, December 26-31, 1947. 1
sessions \Till be held on tlic campus of tlir Univrrsity of C'liieago nitli Prof. €I
persons interested in presenting a paper sliould conimnnic~atr11i l l 1 P r o f . Byers. I
tion should include title, abstract ani1 inclic.:ttions : I S to tinir rcTquircc1 :inti equipment
The New York meeting will be in con,junction u i t h thr :rnnual niccting of th
Into of Aeronautical Sciences. Tlic, annu:il business mretiug of tlic Society wil
during the New York scssions. Peiidirig definitc :I rrangenicwts, ; ~ ~ a o ndesiring
s
to
papers sliould srnd all pertincut infornintioii to tlic l3uec.iiti\cl Swrc>t:iry conccrn'
New YorA nieeting.-7C.
C. S.
December Meeting, Chicago
The American Meteorologieal Society will hold a national mecting on Ye
and 30, 1947, in Chicago i n conjunction with thc annual nicetings of the Ameri
ciation for the Advancement of Sciciice. All persons desiring to prcwnt papers
lncctiiig are roquested t o eomniunicnte with J)r. H. R . Ryers, Chnirninn of the P
Committee, University of Chicago, Chicago 37, Illinois.
The Palmer House, S t a t e St. and Clark St., has beeu assigned the Society as its '
quarters hotel," by the AAAH. Rates are $4-29 singles, $7.50-$11.50 doubles, $8.00
twins. Reservations in this or other leading hotels can be mado now by writing
Reservation Center, Chicago Convention Bureau, 33 No. La Salle St., Chicago 2.

